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February 24 Yangsiyu Lu, Oxford University, and Jacquelyn Pless, MIT Sloan School of Management. “Induced Innovation from Environmental Regulation: Evidence from China.”


April 7 Jorge Ale-Chilet, Bar-Ilan University, Cuicui Chen, State University of New York at Albany, Jing Li, MIT Sloan School of Management, and Mathias Reynaert, Toulouse School of Economics. “Colluding Against Environmental Regulation.”

April 21 Kelsey Jack, University of California, Santa Barbara, Kathryn McDermott, University of Cape Town, and Anja Sautmann, World Bank. “Paying for Power: Prepaid Electricity and the Spending Patterns of the Poor.”

Note: Name of presenter is in Bold.

For further information, contact Professor Stavins at the Kennedy School, Professor Stock at the Department of Economics, or the course assistant, Jason Chapman (496-8054), or visit the seminar website.